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Article Body:
Listen and Learn: The Intonation of Two-Word Expressions
Many people think that pronunciation is what makes up an accent. It may be that pronunciation

Intonation is the "music" of a language, and is perhaps the most important element of a correc

Therefore, it is necessary to realize that there is more than the correct pronunciation of the

In other places we will examine the correct pronunciation of vowels and consonants, and linkin
But in this article we will look at how the difference that intonation makes in the daily use
Two Word Stress

Knowing when and where to stress the words you use is very important for understanding, and th

According to whether it is an ordinary two-word expression or a special, set expression, the p

But sometimes short two word expressions are set or "consecrated", (that is, they mean somethi

It will be useful for you to be aware of both types of two word expressions. Here is a list of
WHITE house
In Washington
white HOUSE
House painted white

LIGHT bulb
Shines with electricity
Light BULB
A bulb that is not heavy

Now do these, underling the syllable that is stressed, and defining the word that has the indi
Dark room, Dark room
A cold fish, A gold fish
The paper box, The paper box
An old key, A door key

A nice watch, A wrist watch
A sticky web, A spider web
A clean cup, A coffee cup
A toy gun, A water gun
A bright star, A movie star
A new ball, A foot ball
A sharp knife, A steak knife
An old brush, A hair brush
A dry leaf, A fig leaf
A pointy tack, A thumb tack
A blackboard, A black board
A green house, A green house
For more articles on intonation, search with the keyword "intonation".
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